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Search & Order
The Search & Order section of the IDP allows the user to easily check the availability of domain names and
simplify the overall registration process. The menu is located at the top of the screen, as well as being located
on the Safenames IDP homepage.

The Search & Order section is divided up into 3 parts:





Search & Order Wizard
Fast Track Search and Order
Order IDN Domains
Order SSL Certificates
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Search & Order Wizard
The Search & Order Wizard has been designed by Safenames to assist with the ordering of the very large
number of domain extensions that Safenames can offer our customers. Safenames can currently offer over
700 domain extensions worldwide, and due to the amount of information that is returned when checking the
availability of these, we created a system that allows our clients to sort and filter the exact results that are
important to them.

The Search & Order Wizard is used to search for a single or multiple domains in a variety of domain extensions.
If all extensions are selected for a single domain, this will return a result of over 700 domain names.





Simply enter one or more domains into the text box under step one, separated by a space
Select the domain extensions you wish to search for under step two
Add the domain names from the left box to the right by selecting the domains and clicking the ‘Add’
button in the centre
If you wish to search for all domains in the left box, simply click ‘Add All’
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Safenames has created a complete list of all available domain extensions for your convenience. Additionally,
several lists for different key regions around the world have been made available such as Europe or Americas.
Safenames has also provided a list of the 50 most common domain extensions and the 50 most common
ccTLDs (Country Coded Top Level Domains). Selecting any of these pre-set lists will automatically populate the
left box below with the domain extensions that correspond to your selection.

The Search and Order page also offers an option to save the list of domain extensions you have selected as a
custom profile for a certain brand or division that may be used for future available checks for domain you want
to order for that brand or entity. This feature is designed to save you time in the future if you are continuously
ordering the same domain extensions over and over. To create a custom profile list of domain extensions,
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select the domain extension you want in your list, then click “Save Profile”. You will then be asked to enter
the list name. The newly created list will be store in the “Select a region, package or custom list” dropdown

menu
Once you have selected the domain names you wish to order, click search and after a few seconds it will
display the results.

Fast Track Search & Order
The Fast Track Search & Order option allows a user to search for a list of different domain names with the
same extension or a variety of extensions. The Fast Track search feature can be used check the availability of a
list of domains that you may have already created and want to simply cut and paste the list from an Excel file
or Word document.
Or, you may simply enter the list of domain names in the box, one per line. Once all domain names have been
entered, click ‘Submit’.

Order IDN Domains
IDN Domains (Internationalized Domain Name) are domains that use characters that are not contained within
the standard Latin character set of ASCII characters supported by DNS, but can be translated by Web browsers
into an identifier than can. Since the DNS system requires that the only characters used in domain names are
A-Z, 0-9, and a hyphen (-), IDNs were developed to allow companies and individuals in countries that have
languages that use characters other than those supported by DNS the ability to register native language
domains., An example of an IDN is Fußball (Football in German), which contains the German character ß. As
this character is invalid in the existing DNS system, we could not register the domain name ‘Fußball.de’.
However, if we used an IDN translation for this domain name, the domain would look like xn--fuball-cta.de
Most Internet browsers recognize the IDN translation code, enabling a user entering the domain
‘www.Fußball.de’ to be automatically directed to the IDN domain ‘www.xn--fuball-cta.de’ and will be direct to
the correct website.
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The Order IDN Domains screen allows users to automatically translate domains with non-Latin characters into
IDN domains, check the availability of these, and order them if available. Simply enter the domain into the
text box at the top, select the extension, and the language type if applicable. If the language type is supported
by the DNS and an IDN translations is not required, the language type will not be selectable.
There is also an option to view specific IDN characters that are not on the standard western keyboard, located
in the bottom-right of the screen.

Once all domain names are added, click ‘Submit’ to move to the Search & Order Results.
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Search & Order Results
The Search & Order results page will display the availability, registration requirements, and pricing for each
domain name that was searched by a user. If a domain name is available for registration, there will be a check
box next to the domain name, which you can select if you wish to order an available domain name. The IDP
uses a DNS search to determine availability of a domain. If a domain name does not have a working DNS
server at the time the search was conducted, the domain will show up as being available, even though it has
already been registered. This happens on rare occasions, or when a registered domain name is about to
expire. Should you order a domain name that is already registered, you will receive an email from Safenames
registrations informing you of this.

Should a domain name be identified as being already registered, the order tick box will be replaced with a
‘WHOIS’ link. This link will open a new window displaying the WHOIS information for the domain. This will
contain the information of the current registrant, admin contact, registration date, expiration date and DNS
servers.
Also listed on this page are the requirements for each domain name. As each TLD is operated by a separate
registry, each domain extension has its own rules regarding who is eligible to register a domain name and what
requirements must be met to complete a registration. To simplify the unique requirements that may be
imposed by each registry, Safenames has created a three tiered identifier for all domain extensions. The
requirements tiers are ‘No Requirements’, ‘Local Contact’, and ‘Company Formation’.
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No Requirements

Local Contact

Company Formation

Means that any company or individual in the world can register a domain under
this extension. While there may be certain limitations on what domain names
can be register, there are no local presence details or trademarks required.
Local Contact or “LC” means that ann entity may register a domain name under
this extension, but only if they can provide the details of an office address or
person and address within the appropriate country.
Company Formation or “CF” is a more strict set of requirements needed to
register a domain name. The domain may need to match the exact company
name or trademark, and it is likely that these will need to be registered in the
country where the domain is to be registered.

If you are unsure as to whether you meet the requirements to register a particular domain name, clicking on
the flag next to the domain name will open up a new window displaying more detailed information.
If you don’t meet the local contact requirements to register the domain name, Safenames can register the
domain name on your behalf for an additional fee.
Once you have decided on the domain names you want to order, and have selected them on the left hand
side, click on ‘Order Selected Domains’ to continue to the next page.

Ordering Domain Names
The domain name ordering screen will allow you to choose the options that will affect the registrant details
used to register the domain names. It is vitally important that these details are correct before ordering, as
changing these details at a later date may incur a cost.
The first thing to do is to select which Account profile will be used to register the domain names. The
registrant details will be used as the owner of the domain name, and each domain will use the DNS servers
specified in the account. Select the Account from the drop down box in the light blue bar above the domain
name results. Please see the Account Management section of this manual for more information on Subaccounts.
Additionally, on the light blue bar is an option to choose how many items you wish to view per page, an option
to create a new account profile, and an option to export the results to MS Excel.
Domain names that have been identified as requiring a ‘Local Contact’ or ‘Company Formation’ will show up in
the results with a bright blue box around them. This is to inform you that you need to select additional options
before proceeding. If you already have an Account Profile that is setup with details that are valid for a specific
domain name, there will be an additional drop down box next to that domain name, allowing you to select
that account as the contact to be used for that domain registration. If you do not have an Account profile set
up, you will have two options.
1.
2.

Create an Account profile that meets the requirements for registering that domain. Please remember
that you can check the requirements by clicking on the flag next to the domain name.
If you don’t meet the requirements to register the domain name, Safenames can, in most cases,
provide the necessary requirements for you. Please note that there will be an extra fee for this
service, which will be displayed on the right of the screen. To use Safenames as the contact details,
select Safenames under the requirements column.

The only other option is to remove the domain name from the order screen by un-checking the box on the left
of the screen. You can then proceed to order the other domain names if you wish.
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Once you are ready to continue with your order, select your preferred payment method at the bottom of the
search
You will also need to accept Safenames Terms and Conditions before your order can be submitted. If you do,
tick the check box and click complete order. Depending on your payment method, you will be directed to
either a completed order screen or a payment screen.
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Order SSL Certificates
Select a certificate
To view the SSL certificates for a particular brand, click the logo on the left column. When the page is first
loaded, the selected brand is VeriSign.
To select an SSL certificate to order, click the product box, or the “Order Certificate” button.
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Enter CSR Key (Certificate Signing Request)
Enter your generated CSR key into the box. The information entered into the web server when the CSR is
generated must match the requirements for the SSL certificate. In particular, whether certificate is a wildcard,
and the bit length. If the CSR data does not meet the requirements for the selected certificate, an error is
displayed. Once the correct CSR is entered, click Next.
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Additional settings and contact details
Under Additional Settings, select the registration period (in years), the number of servers on which the SSL
certificate will run, and whether this is a renewal on an existing certificate. Under Contact Details, enter the
contact information associated with the certificate. Once complete, click Submit Order. A confirmation
message is displayed, and a confirmation email sent to the client.
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